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ME218A Project Stanford University – Fall 2016

Project:

A 3-story mechanical flipbook told the simple 

story of a tree growing and yielding an 

apple for the viewer. The story was guided 

by several user inputs, including the planting 

of a marble “seed”, watering the sprout, and 

waving to create wind to cause the apple 

“fall” from the tree. If the user succeeded in 

growing the tree, the system dispensed a 

small apple token in celebration.

Quick Notes:

• Key Contributions: designed circuitry 

and C code for lighting system; led 

development of CAD model and 

renders; heavily involved in fabrication

• Team of 4 students

• Class: Smart Product Design 

Fundamentals

• Microcontroller: 32-bit TIVA Launchpad

• Software philosophy: event-driven 

programming

[Design]

Embedded “Interactive Art to See” Exhibit



Forerunner 935 Garmin International – 2015-16

Next Generation Garmin Triathlon Watch

Co-designed the third generation of Garmin’s industry-leading 

triathlon GPS watch to succeed the Forerunner 920XT. 

Worked extremely closely with electrical engineering and industrial 

design to navigate tradeoffs for highly space-constrained product 

with critical wireless communication performance.

Quick Notes:

• Served as ME in core team 2 ME’s, 1 EE, 1 Industrial Designer

• Designed 10 mechanical parts, 2 flex PCBs, 1 rigid PCB

• Product to shipped mid-2017

[Design]

Images

A. Render of a preliminary design

B. Flex circuit for connecting internal PCBs

C. Example of trade-off communication with 

electrical engineer
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Garmin Swim Tester Garmin International – 2015-16

Objective: to create a test machine to stress sealing interfaces of 

wearable swimming, outdoor, and triathlon watches.

Quick Notes:

• Team size: 2.5

• Synthesized test requirements from high-level test concept

• Designed system from 80/20 framing, off-the-shelf motor and 

drivetrain, and 13 custom 303SS and 6061-T6 AL parts 

• Specified, sourced, and installed PLd-rated industrial safety system

• Assembled, debugged, and validated full system

[Design]



Model S Battery Enclosure Seals Tesla Motors – Fall 2013

Design of Silicone K Seals for Model S Battery

For the Model S battery enclosure during an internship a Tesla Motors. Critical requirements 

were determined by communicating with design, reliability, and manufacturing teams. 

The seals were designed in the context of existing parts by using surface modeling to match 

contours (A), incorporating best-practice seal design elements (B) from other areas of the 

vehicle. Several features, such as a peg locating feature (C), were added to aid assembly. 

The major design challenge was ease of pre-assembly without the use of adhesives or VHB 

tape. An innovative peg-and-hole locating system was conceived, tested using a rough mock-up 

(D), then incorporated into the design.

An resulting design was rapid prototyped (E) and put into the hands of the manufacturing team 

for DFA feedback The final low cost, easy-to-assemble, and effective seal design emerged 

from iterative design and feedback cycles, capturing the critical requirements of each 

stakeholder.
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[Design]
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Perceptive Pixel New Product Introduction Microsoft – Summer 2013

Manufacturing

Design

Reverse Logistics

Product Engineering Quality

NPI

Reliability

Compliance

Cross-Functional Communication

Communicated schedules across all functional

groups to coordinate hardware product

design and launch.

Global Coordination

Provided on-the-ground support to a Surface

tablet build, interacting directly with strategic

partners in Suzhou, China and Tel Aviv, Israel

Risk Identification and Mitigation

Assembled a comprehensive dependency map

for a hardware development build, then

worked to mitigate identified gaps and risks.

Gained visibility to the full corporate structure behind consumer 

hardware programs. Performed technical program management for the 

Perceptive Pixel multi-touch displays. 

Influential Challenges

[Program Management]

Electronic Hardware Program Management



XBOX Kinect Gear Train Cost Down Microsoft – Summer 2012

[Design]

Design Change Evaluation

Investigated the viability of cost down design changes to the 

gear train assembly shown below proposed by the Tier 2 

contract manufacturer. 

Began by reviewing the design change proposal, as well as 

reliability data for preliminary prototypes the reveal 

undetermined issues with the new units.

Progressed through a series of engineering analyses to 

determine if the cost improvements ought to be implemented to 

production, affecting 15 million units per year.

Step 1: Received handoff of proposal and reliability tests

Step 2: Disassembled a Kinect to learn and observe 

Step 3: Understood components affected by new design

Step 4: Studied failure mechanisms in faulty prototypes

Step 5: Modeled system and identified key variables

▪ Free Body, Load, and Friction Analysis

Step 6: Performed analysis on failed components

▪ Finite element analysis of Gears

Step 7: Evaluated effect of varying key variables

▪ Sensitivity analysis on key variables

Step 8: Reviewed affect of changes on assembly stack

▪ Tolerance analysis of old and new assemblies

Step 9: Visited suppliers to review mfg. processes and QA

Step 10: Made recommendation to management



XBOX Kinect Gear Train Cost Down (Cont.) Microsoft – Summer 2012

A Security Torx set, Kinect, and dose of linear algebra were

key to gaining understanding of the Kinect construction.

Free body diagrams of all 7 gears in the gear train, such as

this clutch gear, shed light on critical system variables.

Supplier visits to Foxconn and other Chinese vendors

provided valuable face-to-face contact and aided the final

project decision to not pursue the cost down.

[Design]



Scale Hyperloop UIUC – Spring 2014

[Design and Build]

A B C

As a member of a 5 person mechanical engineering

senior design team, designed a functional 1/28th scale

model of the Hyperloop transportation system proposed

by Mr. Elon Musk.

Led design, component procurement, and construction for

the 13m evacuated test track (A). Supported work on the

capsule (B) and tubular linear induction motor (C).

Continued project covered in the Wall Street Journal,

Business Insider, Popular Science, Geek, and more.

1

1 http://www.spacex.com/sites/spacex/files/hyperloop_alpha-20130812.pdf



Scale Hyperloop Evacuated Tube UIUC – Spring 2014

[Design and Build]

Key Evacuated Tube Design Challenges

Low Cost Design

Constrained to a budget of $2300.

Leveraged off-the-shelf components including

rigid conduit elbows, steel flanges, plastic

flanges, and gaskets. Devised a simple yet

effective support system to withstand the

vertical load of the tube as well as the

dynamic loads of the moving capsule.

Vacuum Pump Control

Anticipating an imperfect tube seal, a control

system was devised using a TI MSP430

microcontroller and Freescale pressure sensors.

Although the system was not implemented due

to time constraints, a proof-of-concept

demonstrated working sensors and algorithms.

Components

A. MSP430 Microcontroller

B. Servo serving as mechanical switch

C. Board-mounted pressure sensor

Seal vs. Seamless Tradeoff

Devised a tube-to-tube interface that

minimized capsule-jarring gaps between tube

sections while still providing adequate sealing

to enable an operating pressure of 100 Pa.

Shrank the gap by a factor of 8 and worked

with the university machinists to execute the

design.

A CB



Aerating Boxed Wine Tap InKnowVision Alaska – 2012 to 2014

Incorporated novel venturi principle-based device into 

boxed wine packaging. Provided customers improved 

ergonomics for boxed wine aeration over stand-alone 

wine aerators. 

Designed for small marginal cost increase to existing 

packaging and large increase in perceived value to end 

consumers.

Led engineering team to model and rapid prototype 

designs using SLA and PolyJet prototypes. Tested 

prototypes for form, fit, and function, then iterated upon 

each until reaching a fully-functional device that was 

tested on industry standard wine bags.

Generated intellectual property that served the basis 

for a United States Utility Patent application. 

Entered product, called Decanto, into the 2013 Cozad 

New Venture Competition, reaching the semi-final round 

of 14 teams out of 50+ entries. 

[Design]

Market Research

Fluid Dynamics Research

Concept Sketching

Review of Peripheral Packaging 

Four Iterations of Modeling and Rapid Prototyping 



Carbon Fiber Supermileage Vehicle Body EcoIllini – 2012

Served as a core member of the 2012 Illinois Shell Eco Marathon body team,

fabricating the first carbon fiber body for the supermileage vehicle competition in

team history. Also modeled and molded PETG windscreens for the vehicle. Tasks

included:

▪ Mold Setup and Preparation

▪ VARTM Composite Layup

▪ Post Processing

▪ Vehicle Integration

[Fabrication]



Honduran School Water System Volunteer – Spring 2014

[Design]

1. Original Flow Calculations and Sketches

2. Component Selection

3. ProE Model of System

Clean water!

Piping System Design

Led component selection and solid modeling of a

water system for a primary school in Honduras as a

volunteer project with a fellow student at UIUC.

Assisted with system requirement specification, flow

calculations, and component procurement.

The system was implemented in May 2014 by a

partnering aid organization, successfully providing

clean, safe water to the students of the school.



Continuous Flavor

[Class Project. ME203, Stanford University]

An organically-shaped steel herb planter.

Materials
Steel, Brass

Processes
Tube Forming, TIG Welding, Turning, 
Brazing, Sanding, Finishing, Powdercoating

Design Goals
To create an aesthetic form from steel 
tubing that simultaneously embraced the 
harshness of the steel yet showed its 
ability to be transformed into a complex, 
organic shape.

Challenges
Imprecise manual tube bending on a 
relatively large length scale made assembly 
and welding tricky, especially for someone 
with very little previous tube welding 
experience.



Other Past Projects

Ice Cream Scoop. Designed to reduce

the number of parts and improve

ergonomics over a scoop.

“The Ham Porter”. A Sandlot-inspired mechanism to

raise and lower a 5lb weight 12 inches in minimum

time. Constrained to a $50 budget in an

undergraduate mechanical design class, leveraged

bicycle components and SLS gearing system (right).

Earned 2nd place in class for fastest lifting.

Robot Linkage Gripper. Group project to grip a rubber sphere

using a prescribed linear linkage force. Modeled kinematics in

Working Model, then 3D model in ProEngineer. Calculated

loads, stresses and factors of safety for joint pins by hand.

A foray into computer vision. Depth map plus

RGB data from the Xbox Kinect running

through Java and Processing. Explored as a

low cost system for quantification of running

gait to help runners understand how they

move, track gait changes over time, and

monitor gait health.

[Various]

Golf Ball Collector. Designed and

fabricated a servo-controlled sheet

metal collector to gather two colors

of golf balls for a mechatronics

class competition. Helped integrate

the collector to the robot car and

write code for capturing and

releasing golf balls based on

computer vision and robot location.

Placed 2nd of 9 teams in

competition.
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